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Model-based Fault Detection and Identification (FDI) for prognostics rely on the comparison between the
response of the monitored system and that of a digital twin. Discrepancies among the behavior of the two
systems are analyzed to filter out the effect of uncertainties of the model and identify failure precursors. A
possible solution to identify faults is to leverage a model able to simulate faults: an optimization algorithm varies
the faults magnitude parameters within the model to achieve the matching between the responses of the model
and the actual system. When the algorithm converges, we can assume that the fault parameters that produce
the best match between the system and its digital twin approximate the actual faults affecting the equipment.
The choice of an optimization algorithm appropriate for the task is highly problem dependent. Algorithms for FDI
are required to deal with multimodal objective functions characterized by poor regularity and a relatively high
computational cost. Additionally, the derivatives of the objective function are not usually available and must be
obtained numerically if needed. Then, we restrict our search for a suitable optimization algorithm to
metaheuristic gradient-free ones, testing Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, Differential Evolution,
Grey Wolf Optimization, Dragonfly Algorithm, and Whale Optimization Algorithm. Their performances on the
considered problem were assessed and compared, in terms of accuracy and computational time.
Keywords: EMA, Fault Detection and Identification, FDI, Metaheuristic Optimization Algorithms, PHM.

1. Introduction
In recent decades, brushless DC electric motors (BLDC) have found widespread use in aerospace due
to new design philosophies aiming to install more onboard electrical power for aeronautical systems
(as reported by Rosero et al. 2017). This technological objective is supported by various reasons,
including the reduction of fuel consumption and air pollution and a reduction in the relative
maintenance costs. Electric motors, often used in low power systems, drones and secondary flight
controls, are hence slowly replacing the traditional hydraulic and pneumatic actuators also in the
primary flight control systems. This solution, as shown by Berri et al. (2017), reduces the overall
weight and energy budget of the entire flight control system and improves its logistical availability,
thanks to more straightforward and faster maintenance (e.g. electric machines are not subject to
fluid leaks or contamination problems which, instead, are common to hydraulic systems and which, in
general, are challenging to detect and repair, due to the poor accessibility of these systems).
On the contrary, as reported by Dalla Vedova et al. (2019c), electromechanical actuators (EMAs) are
not yet able to operate as primary flight controls of large aircraft or in case of extreme working
conditions (e.g. high values of external load, actuation speed or operating temperature). These
shortcomings are due to significant issues related to their response/resilience to failures, as well as
the motor thermal control and sensitivity to electromagnetic interferences (EMC and ESD problems).
Therefore, according to Vachtsevanos et al. (2006), mainly due to the influence of these critical
applications on the safety of the aircraft, the Prognosis and Health Management (PHM) disciplines
can make safer EMA operating conditions. As shown by Byington et al. (2004), PHM is an emerging
discipline aiming to exploit a continuous estimation of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of the system,
optimizing the maintenance interventions. The RUL assessment, aiming to detect the actual state of
health of the system, is performed in the Fault Detection and Identification (FDI) phase of the
prognostic analysis. The FDI procedure can be conceived as an optimization problem, minimizing the
error between an output measured by the real system and one calculated by a numerical model able
to take into account selected failure modes.

As reported by Wolpert and Macready (1997), many different optimization algorithms are available in
literature, but none is universally suitable for all problems; hence, the choice of an acceptable
optimization strategy is strongly problem-dependent. In this paper, authors focus on the FDI task for
a typical on-board Electromechanical Actuator (EMA), using bio-inspired meta-heuristic algorithms.
These are characterized by good robustness, primarily when the objective function is little known,
although the convergence is generally rather slow compared to deterministic algorithms based on
the gradient (Dalla Vedova et al., 2019b). For this purpose, in this work, the authors compare six
different algorithms, namely:







Genetic Algorithm (GA), Holland (1973)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), as proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995)
Differential Evolution (DE), Storn and Price (1997), and Lones (2014)
Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO), as shown by Mirjalili et al. (2014)
Dragonfly Algorithm (DA), Mirjalili (2015)
Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA), according to Mirjalili and Lewis (2016)

Their applicability to the considered case study and the performance thus obtained, both in terms of
accuracy and calculation time, are examined and critically compared with each other in the following
sections of this work.
2. Considered Case Study
According to Dalla Vedova et al. (2019c), Figure 1 shows the layout of the EM actuation system for
secondary flight commands used as a testbed in this work; it consists of four main subsystems.
The Actuator Control Electronics (ACE) implements the control law aimed at minimizing the
instantaneous value of the error calculated between the EMA actual position and the commanded
one (by closing the EMA position feedback). This corrective action produces a control input that
drives the Power Drive Electronics (PDE). In this work, the PDE is composed of a three-phase inverter
bridge regulating the electrical power provided to the EM motor (that, in this case, is a three-phase
brushless DC motor). The BLDC motor converts electrical energy into mechanics; its output shaft is
usually connected to the aerodynamic control surface through mechanical transmission (often
consisting of a gearbox which drives a ball screw or a roller screw).

Fig. 1. Schematic of the considered flight-by-wire actuation system equipped with an EMA (Dalla Vedova et al., 2019b).

The position feedback is provided by a dedicated network of Position Sensors (PS) which detects the
actual position of the final actuator (for control purposes), as well as phase currents, rotation speed
and angular position of the BLDC motor (to close the control loops and command the switching of the
three phases of the device). It should be noted that this EMA architecture is widely described by Dalla
Vedova et al. (2015).
3. EMA Reference and Monitoring Models
In this paper, novel FDI methods useful for perform reliable EMA prognostics are proposed. Failures
are evaluated using a High-Fidelity (or Reference Model, RM) Matlab-Simulink model implementing
the considered faults, logging relevant data such as user position, motor angular speed and phase
currents. Given the detailed system modeling, the measurements obtained are assumed to be those
of a real system. Optimization is then performed using a lighter, approximated Monitor Model (MM),
in order to best fit the reference current signal. After convergence is achieved, an estimation of the
faults imposed in the reference model is then obtained. The MM is in fact a simplified version of the
RM and is very useful to quickly perform the optimization based on genetic algorithms.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the RM; it is composed by four main functional subsystems.

Com block represents the command given to the motor in terms of radial position.
ACE block (i.e. Actuator Control Electronics) implements the electronics system control laws.
BLDC Motor EM Model block simulates the electromagnetic (EM) model on the BLDC motor,
evaluating mechanical torque as function of the reference current.
BLDC Motor Dynamic Model evaluates the instantaneous values of the positions and the
actuation speeds of the BLDC motor and the moving surface, using them as feedback input for the
EMA controller.
The RM, formerly proposed by Dalla Vedova et al. (2015), simulates the dynamic response of a
typical on-board EMA equipped with a three-phase BLDC trapezoidal motor.

Fig. 2. EMA reference model (RM) block diagram.

The MM block diagram is shown in Figure 3; a detailed description can be found in Berri et al.
(2016). It must be noted that the three phase BLDC motor of the RM, in MM becomes an equivalent
single-phase DC motor with a single feedback loop. To account for the same fault modes of the RM
dealing with this simplified representation, Berri et al. (2018) introduced a shape function-based
model for the simulation of the electrical faults. Although not strictly related to the physics of the
system, the approximation allows reproducing faults effects with suitable accuracy and reduced
computational cost.
4. Considered EMA Progressive Failures
Five typical EMA fault modes, all characterized by progressive growth, have been considered. Their
selection was made considering the criticality of the different EMA failure modes (assessed
simultaneously in terms of severity of consequences and frequency of failure events), as described by
Chesley (2011). Dry friction, usually caused by contamination or progressive wear of bearings or
mechanical joints, require an accurate modelling given the high intrinsic non-linearity, as developed
by Borello and Dalla Vedova (2012). Wear phenomena can also determine the rise of mechanical
backlashes (e.g. on gearboxes, transmissions, hinges and ball screws) that are simulated by lumped
parameters models proposed by Borello et al. (2009, 2014). Short circuits (SC) affecting BLDC stator
coils and rotor static eccentricities (RSE), i.e. misalignments between rotor and stator due to bearings
wear or poor manufacturing tolerances, are modelled as shown by Berri et al. (2016). Control
electronics faults, according to Ginart et al. (2007), are modelled in a simplified way simulating a PID
proportional gain drift.
5. Fault Detection/Identification Method
The fault identification task is performed by an optimization algorithm that compares output signals
measured from the actual system (or from the Reference Model, for testing purposes) to a simplified
digital twin (i.e. the Monitoring Model). The algorithm iteratively changes a set of parameters
encoding the faults simulated by the MM, in order to minimize an error between the two models.
The output signal to analyze with FDI algorithms must be significantly dependent on the system
health condition; for the particular application shown in this paper, the motor currents were chosen.
Since the RM features a three-phase electric model, while the MM leverages a single-phase
equivalent, the envelope of the three RM phase currents is compared to the single MM current
signal. The choice of an optimization algorithm adequate for a given task is highly problem dependent
(Binitha 2012). This problem is multi-modal and characterized by a computationally expensive
objective function and by a high dimensionality; in such conditions, deterministic search algorithms
are usually unsuitable, while more robust meta-heuristic strategies are preferred. In this work, we
assess and compare six bio-inspired meta-heuristic methods, namely: Differential Evolution (DE),
Dragonfly Algorithm (DA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO), Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA). A brief description of each algorithm is
provided in the following sections.

Fig. 3. EMA monitoring model (MM) block diagram (Berri et al., 2016).

5.1 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA), inspired by natural selection, was initially proposed by Holland in 1973 and is
the most commonly employed bio-inspired optimization. At each iteration, the algorithm evaluates a
population of solutions of the objective function. Each next population is made by the best
individuals of the previous one (selection), their recombination (reproduction) and some new random
solution (mutation). A proper balance between selection and mutation allows to trade-off the
algorithm between search space exploration and convergence rate.
5.2 Differential Evolution
Differential Evolution (DE) was proposed by Storn and Price in 1995. It is another population-based,
derivative-free algorithm, similar to GAs and applicable to continuous domains. The main difference
with respect to GA lies in the recombination function: while GA leverages a random exchange of bits
between the binary representations of two solutions, DE employs an arithmetical combination of the
two points, e.g. a weighted average. This usually results in a better convergence rate than a
traditional GA, but requires the search space to be continuous, and the performance may be
significantly degraded when dealing with a noisy objective function.
5.3 Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a swarm-based search algorithm proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995. It evaluates the objective function in a collection of points, referred to as particles,
that have an associated velocity in the search space. At each iteration, the position of the particles is
updated by integrating their velocity, while velocity changes depending on the best-known solution,
the values of neighbour particles, and the best solution found by that particular particle.
5.4 Grey Wolf Optimization
Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) is an algorithm proposed by Mirjalili et al. in 2014 and inspired by the
hunting technique of grey wolves. At first, a population of solutions is initialized and ranked
hierarchically: the three best solutions are assigned as alpha, beta and delta, all the rest are classified
as omegas, similarly to the hierarchy of a grey wolves herd. At each iteration, the omegas move
toward alpha, beta and delta; then the hierarchy is updated. The process repeats until a stopping
criterion is satisfied.
5.5 Dragonfly Algorithm
Dragonfly Algorithm (DA), as show by Mirjalili in 2016, simulates the swarming behaviour of
dragonflies. The algorithm is similar to PSO, but employs a different set of rules to update the velocity
of each solution in the search domain. At each iteration, the velocity of each solution is corrected in
order to fulfil multiple requirements: (1) maintain separation between the solutions, (2) align the
velocity with neighbour solutions, (3) reduce distances from neighbour solutions, (4) approach food,
i.e. the best-known position, and (5) get away from the enemy, i.e. the worst known position.

5.6 Whale Optimization Algorithm
Introduced in 2016 by Mirjalili and Lewis, the Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) is a swarm-based
algorithm that mimics the behaviour of humpback whales. The algorithm simulates the hunting
strategy of these animals, that can be schematically summarized into three phases: (1) encircling the
prey, i.e. evaluating the fitness function near the best-known location; (2) bubble-net attacking, i.e.
progressively reducing the search radius around the best location; (3) search for prey, i.e. the
exploration phase in which the objective function is evaluated at a progressively increasing distance
from known solutions.
6. Fitness Function
To detect the occurrence (and evolution) of progressive faults as accurately as possible, the six
optimization algorithms require an adequate fitness function: it expresses how the monitor model
approximates in a satisfying way the high fidelity one. The definition of the fitness function in an
optimization problem is a critical problem because most of the characteristics and behaviors of the
optimization algorithms are based on this. As proposed by Dalla Vedova et al. (2019b), the fitness
function is a cumulative error in terms of equivalent single-phase current between Monitor (MM) and
Reference (RM) models. Operatively speaking, the main goal of the optimization process is to identify
a suitable eight elements normalized vector k, in which these coefficients are related to the actual
magnitudes of the fault parameters already introduced in chapter 4.
Every element is normalized between 0 and 1 (as shown by Padmaraja, 2003):

𝒌 = [𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , 𝑘3 , 𝑘4 , 𝑘5 , 𝑘6 , 𝑘7 , 𝑘8 ]#(1)
k1 ∈ [0,1] represents the normalized friction fault: as shown by Borello and Dalla Vedova (2012). 𝑘1
= 0 describes nominal conditions, 𝑘1 =1 introduces friction fault equal to three times the
corresponding nominal conditions.
k2 ∈ [0,1] introduces the normalized backlash fault: according to Dalla Vedova et al. (2018) 𝑘2=0
means nominal backlash, equal to 0.005 rad, 𝑘2=1 represents a backlash equal to 100 times nominal
conditions.
𝑘3, 𝑘4, 𝑘5 ∈ [0,1], according to Berri et al. (2017), are the short circuit indexes for phase A, phase B
and phase C, respectively. ki = 0 means that the i-th phase is working correctly, ki = 1 means that the ith phase is in a complete short-circuit condition.
k6, 𝑘7 ∈ [0,1] represents the normalized eccentricity fault in terms of amplitude and phase. In
particular, 𝑘6 is the rotor eccentricity ratio 𝜁=𝑥0/𝑔0: if set to 0, it means that there is no static
eccentricity; if it is equal to 1 the rotor touches the stator, decreasing the air gap to zero. k7 describes
the phase of the rotor eccentricity: k7 = 0 implies a φ = -π, k7 = 1 is the same of an angle φ = π. This
last parameter, during the evaluation of the error, is suitably treated, because if the eccentricity is
null, the eccentricity phase can assume all values between -π and π.
k8 ∈ [0,1] gives a proportional gain drift. Nominal conditions are equal to k8 = 0.5; 𝑘8 = 0 means that
the gain is decreased to 50%, 𝑘8 =1 means that it is increased to 150%.
Hence, in nominal conditions the fault vector is 𝒌 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0.5,0.5].
The fitness function output is evaluated with a Total Least Squares Error (Markovsky and Van
Huffel, 2007). This is preferred over a more classical Least Squares method to avoid the
overestimation of the fitness function when the two EMA models gather a small phase lag when a
current signal abruptly changes. As shown by Berri et al. (2018), the objective function evaluates the
signal error err, calculated between the reference enveloped current I3equiv and the obtained monitor
current Im:
𝑒𝑟𝑟 = ∑
𝑡

(𝐼3𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣 (𝑡0 ) − 𝐼𝑚 (𝑡0 ))2

#(2)

2

√𝑑𝐼3𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣 (𝑡0 ) + 1
𝑑𝑡

7. Results Analysis
This chapter focuses on the evaluation of the obtained results; the six optimization algorithms have
been tested to assess their performance. Simulations TM
have been run in Matlab-Simulink environment
(R2019a); calculations are managed by an Intel®Core i5-7200U with CPU @2.5 GHz, 8 GB of RAM,
Window 10 Pro 64 bit.

Once the algorithms have been chosen, to compare them objectively, they must all be simulated
with the same operating conditions. Then, the following settings have been selected:
Population: number of individuals of each generation. Increasing this parameter allows you to get
better accuracy and reliable data, but raises the calculation time. In this work, it is set to 50.
Iterations: a higher number of iterations gives a better quality of the solutions but also a longer
calculation time. In this work, it is set to 200.
Parallelization: to reduce the computational time, the algorithm splits the computational efforts
over different cores (i.e. the algorithm can call multiple individuals at the same time).
7.1 Optimization Percentage Error
As anticipated in chapter 5, the reference current is generated by injecting the fault vector k into the
high-fidelity model. Subsequently, using the monitoring model, the algorithms estimate the faults by
calculating the trend of the equivalent current and suitably modifying the fault coefficients to
approximate as better as possible the real reference current. In each optimization, the percentage
error is computed as:
6
2
̂6 ∙ (𝑘7 − 𝑘
̂7 )2 + (𝑘8 − 𝑘
̂8 )2
𝐸𝑟𝑟% = 100 ∙ √∑(𝑘𝑖 − 𝑘̂𝑖 ) + 𝑘
𝑖=1

where 𝒌̂ = [𝑘̂1 , 𝑘̂2 , 𝑘̂3 , 𝑘̂4 , 𝑘̂5 , 𝑘̂6 , 𝑘̂7 , 𝑘̂8 ] are the values of the reference model’s fault. For every fault
introduced into the RM, two different objective functions are investigated: the low fault detection
(with 𝑘̂𝑖 ≤ 0.25)) and high fault detection (𝑘̂𝑖 ≥ 0.7), to evaluate the effectiveness of the considered
algorithms in different operating conditions.
7.2 Performance Coefficient
To effectively compare the overall performance of algorithms applied to the same fault condition,
taking into account both their accuracy and the calculation time used by each method, authors
introduced a new parameter named Performance Coefficient (PC), Dalla Vedova et al. (2019b).
Operatively speaking, it is the percentage value, calculated according to Eq. 3, indicating the
effectiveness of a given algorithm, expressed in terms of calculation time and percentage error, for
each type of fault considered:
𝑃𝐶𝑖 (%) = 100 ∙ (1 −

𝑡𝑖 ∙ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖 (%)
) # (3 )
∑4𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖 ∙ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖 (%)

where 𝑃𝐶𝑖 is the said Performance Coefficient of the i-th optimization algorithm, 𝑡𝑖 is its average
computational time and 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖 (%) is its average percentual error (note that 𝑃𝐶𝑖 is dimensionless and
expressed in terms of percentage).
The denominator has been introduced to have as output a non-dimensional value; subtracting the
resulting value to 1 and the next multiplication for 100 transforms it in a percentage value.
In this way, choosing the highest PC means choosing the best algorithm for that problem. In table
below the PC has been calculated for all the faults studied in this work.
7.2 Single Fault Analysis
In this section, a comparative study of the different algorithms has been developed for each of the
considered failures. The values that have been used for this comparison are time and error. The time
refers to the time that each simulation has lasted, while the error, as already seen in the previous
section, takes into account how close are the fault parameters obtained to those that are introduced
in the reference model.

Table 1 shows the ten failure modes with which the FDI algorithms have been tested:
Table 1. Fault vectors used to test FDI methods.

𝒌
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
# 10

F

B

Na

25% 0% 0%
75% 0% 0%
0% 10% 0%
0% 75% 0%
0% 0% 80%
0% 0% 30%
0% 0% 0%
0% 0% 0%
0% 0% 0%
0% 0% 0%

Nb

Nc

Z

phi

Gain

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
25%
75%
0%
0%

50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%

50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
25%
75%

where F represents the friction fault, B is the backlash fault, Na, Nb, Nc represent the short circuit fault
of each phase, Z is the eccentricity fault, phi is the angular fault, and finally, Gain represents the gain
fault. It should be noted that for each of these ten cases, ten different optimizations have been made
for each of the algorithms considered. Therefore, the results shown in the following histograms
represent the arithmetic mean of the ten optimizations carried out for each algorithm and failure
mode. Figures 4 and 5 highlight that, at least in terms of percentage error, some metaheuristic
algorithms (i.e. PSO, DE, and GWO) provide performances better than the classic GA. However, as
shown in Figure 4, the PSO offers the best accuracy in terms of average percentage error, particularly
for the detection of low failures. This property is particularly clear in backlash fault and gain fault,
where the percentage error is less than 0.5%; on the other hand, for a high rotor eccentricity Z, the
GWO obtained its worst performances, with an average total percentage error higher than 4%.

Fig. 4. Average error obtained running the considered six optimization algorithms in case of Low Fault conditions.

Fig. 5. Average error obtained running the considered six optimization algorithms in case of High Fault conditions.

Fig. 6. Average computational time obtained running the six considered optimization algorithms in Low Fault conditions.

Fig. 7. Average computational time obtained running the six considered optimization algorithms in High Fault conditions.

This unsatisfying behaviour can be justified considering the search strategy of GWO algorithm: it
encourages the exploration of the search agents instead exploitation and so the accuracy is badly
affected. It should be noted that the DA algorithm also has very low and competitive errors, but it
behaves very badly in the high eccentricity fault and this penalizes it. However, DA provides the
better results in almost 30% of cases considered. Something similar happens to WOA, which offers
the best performance in the event of a high gain error (but it is also satisfactory for low gain errors).
However, given that WOA provides the worst performance in case of eccentricity failure, it is not an
acceptable option. Referring to Figs. 6 and 7, we can state that, as regards the performance of
algorithms in terms of average computational time, GWO and DE are the fastest ones, especially to
carry out the optimization in case of single low fault conditions. It can be explained taking into
account that these two codes have been implemented in Matlab by the authors and, therefore, allow
to better the chosen and setting of stop criteria. The correct calibration of these stop criteria allows
better performances (greater precision and convergence speed) for these two optimization
algorithms. Concerning the average calculation time, it was also observed that DA and WOA are not
able to provide superior performance to the other algorithms but, on the contrary, are comparable
with GA. Table 2 summarizes the overall performance provided by the six optimization algorithms,
quantifying them in terms of performance coefficient PCi. (described in Eq. 3). Concerning the overall
values, it is possible to affirm that, as regards the single faults considered in this work, PSO, DE and
GWO provide similar performances and, therefore, are generally the most effective optimization
algorithms.

Table 2. Performance Coefficient PCi

8. Conclusions and Future Works
Referring to the proposed case study (an EMA for secondary flight controls), it is possible to state that
PSO, DE, and GWO are the best optimization algorithms to perform the FDI of the (single) faults
considered, reaching the highest PC value (all over 90 %). On contrary, DA and WOA algorithms have
not achieved satisfactory results. However, the authors believe that the evaluation of new
algorithms, despite the negative results gained, is still useful. Indeed, it must be noted that, as shown
by Wolpert and Macready (1997), the suitable algorithm for a given problem must be chosen case by
case. However, to better evaluate the effectiveness of these algorithms, it would be advisable to
evaluate them even in case of multiple failures. The future research on this topic will be focused on
the comparison of other types of optimization algorithms such as the swarm intelligence ones. In
addition, several multiple faults should be evaluated, in order to assess a wider applicability of these
methods
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